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20. ABSTRACT (continued)

The paper describes major issues and problems in the use of packet satellite channels for real-time

video images and suggests some solutions. The DARPA Wide Band Communication Network
provides the testbed for this activity.

A major idea in this paper is the automatit, tradeoff between the quality and the dynamics of the
communicated images in order to optimally adapt to the changes of the channel performance and to
the changes of the scene to be communicated.

Extensive work has been performed in the past both on packet. satellite anti in real-time digital video.
The paper reports work which uses both of these technologies to achieve their marriage in the form of

packet satellite real-time video communication The paper suggests several techniques and
d;escribes some new approaches to encoding real-time video communication.

Section 2 describes issues which are in the application of packet satellite channels for real-time video

communication. Section 3 shows a general approach which addresses these issues. Section 4
describes a general methodology for bignal coding and compression. and shows how it may take
advantage of time coherence by using time differences while reducing quantization errors at the same

time. Section 5 shows a technique for encoding dynamic values, suited for the automatic trad Hff of
motion (dynamics) and sharpness.

As a Opublic service' this paper is accompanied by list of references regarding packet satellite

channels. This list was provided by Vint Cerf (then of DARPA).
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SATELLITE COMMUNICATION OF

REAL-TIME PACKET VIDEO IMAGES 1

Danny Cohen
USC/Information Sciences Institute

,'676 Admiralty Way
Marnna del Rey, CA 90292-6695

USA

Abstract

The paper describes major issues and problems in ihe use of packet satellite

channels for real-time video images and suggests some solutions. The DARPA Wide
Band Communication Network provides the testbed for this activity.

A major idea in this paper is the automatic tradeoff between the quality and the

dynamics of the communicated images in order to optimally adapt to the changes of
the channel performance and to the changes of the scene to be communicated.

Extensive work has been performed in the past both on packet-satellite and or.
real-fine digital video. The paper reports work which uses both of these

technologies to achieve their marriage in the form of packet satellite real-time video

communication. The paper suggests several techniques and describes some new

approaches to encoding real--time video communication.

Section 2 describes issues which are in the application of packet satellite channels
for real-time video communication. Section 3 shows a general approach which
addresses these issues. Section 4 describes a general methodology for signal
coding and compression, and shows how it may take advantage of time coherence
by using time differences while reducing quantization errors at the same time.
Section 5 shows a technique for encoding dynamic values, suited for the automatic
tradeoff of motion (dynamics) and sharpness.

As a "public service" this paper is accompanied by list of reierences regarding

packet satellite channels. This list was provided by Vint Cerf (then of ARPA).

1. Introduction The DARPA Wide Band Packet Satellite system is a
USA-domestic satellite network which uses a 3.0

Recent advances in packet communication over Mb/s channel of the Western Union Westar
satellite links have now made it possible, for the geosynchronous satellite. The network currently
first time, to seriously consider the application of uses four ground stations i) sare the common
this technology to real-time video transmission. wide band channel dynamically on a
DARPA's Wide Band Network (WBNET) supports packet-by-packet basis. The network is based on
up to 3.0 Mb/s packet communication of data and principles developed and tested in an earlier 64
real-time voice among many computers. This kb/s Atlantic Packet Satellite system (SATNET)
network provides a testbed for real-time packet which is still in operation serving DARPA's
video experiments. international experiments in command and control

systems technology.

1This work was sponsored by the 0Wfense AýJVanced Research Proiects Agency (DARPA) under
Contract No. MDA903-81-C-0335. Views and conclus3ons contained in this report are the author's
ar'. should not be interpreted as representing the oiticial opinion or poiicy of DARPA. the U.S.
Government. or any person or agency connected with them
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The basic strategy in packet satellite systems Packet communication over satellite channels
developed by DARPA has been to support rapid poses several problems for real-time video
reallocation of common (shared) sa:ellite capacity applications: The data-rate required for real-time
among an arbitrarily large number of ground video appiications (above 55 Mb/s) is well above
stations. To achieve this capability to adapt rapidly the data capacity on packet satellite channels
to earying demand, the system uses a contention, available to us (0.75 to 3.0 Mb/s in our case).
priority-oriented, demand allocation (CPODA) Furthermore, this limited capacity has to be shared
technique which allows each ground station to dynamically with many other users with
contend for access and use of the channel. All unpredictab!e demands. The packetization of the
data entering the system is packetized by the video bit-stream introduces several issues that are
computers which act as sourL 3 and sinks of similar to those in packet speech. They deal with
traffic. Both "stream" and "datagram" services the variance in network performance as
are supported. Datagram service accepts a single encountered by each packet, such as the
packet from the source computer and schedules it variable-delay, ranging from an out-of-order
for transmission independently of all other traffic arrival to a total loss of packets.
from the the source computer. Stream service
permits a source host to request a certain fixed The delay associated with any use of a
capacity for a given period of time. All packets geosynchronous satellite is large relative to
presented to the ground station marked as terrestrial delays (above 230 milliseconds); thle
associated with that stream are sent during the error characteristics vary as a result of many
period reserved by all ground stations for the uncontrollable external factors. This delay rules
particular source ground station serving the source out retransmission of packets for real-time
htxM communication, either by timeout or by request

(e.g., NACK).
The WBNET is a broadcast system; all
transmissions are received by all ground stations, The idiosyncracies of the WBNET, such as
including the sending (barring local interference). protocols and packet size limitations, add to the
As a consequence, It is possible for all ground issues that have to be addressed.
s ttlons io keep track of the demand for satellite
capacity and to indeplndently but cooperatively
schedule access to the channel according to the One of the major design goals of our approach to
requirements pu.ted by each traffic source. packet image communication is to achieve a low

data rate over the channel, while coping with its

Designed initially to support large numbers of veariable performance, as described in 11]. This

widely dispersed computer %ystems, the packet approach is based on the communication of

satellite technology has also been adapted to the encoded transforms of the original images, and on

support of point-to-point and conferenced voice performing the inverse operation at the receiver.

traffic. The Wide Band Network is an experiment
intended to explore the effectiveness of using The term "dynamics" throughout the paper refers
packet satellite techniques to support combined on~y to any changes with respect to time and not to
aid dynamically varying voice and data tth dynamic range of the images.

communication requirements.

2. Issues in Packet Satellite
The communication of real-time video over the Communication of Video Images
WBNET deals with problems that are caused by Packet satellite channels pose some challenges for
several factors: the need to digitize the video real-time packet video communication. First and
signal, the further need to packetize it, foremost is performance, as measured by
compounded with the general characteristics of data-rate (or capacity or throughput), delay, error
setelife channels and with the particularities of th characteristics, and the great variation of these
WBNET. features.

Extensive york on digital video has baen reported Since the data-rate available over the channel is
in the literture. This pswer is not aimed at the not enough to meet the requirements of the video
issue of digitizing and compression. It uses known encoding scheme. se ial measures have to be
and proven video encoding techniques, especially en to cmp restedaa to o ethe opuar Dscrte Furir Trnsfrm.taken to compress the data and to optimize the

Transform.utility of the available capacity. These measures

2
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imply some compromises. In our case, the total 2. The assumption that the nature and
capacity of the WBNET packet satellite channel, the dynamics of the scene vary,
which has to be shared among all of Its usem, is
only 0.75 to 3,0 Mb/s. Therefore, we cannot use 3. The need to cope with sudden
any of the standard digital video communication changes of channel performance
techniques without using special measures and (capacity, delays, BER, etc.), and
compromises.

4. The asnuf Mon that both the sender
The available data-rate depends on the total and the receiver have a certain
utilization of the shannel which is a function of the non-trnvial amount of processing
total demand of all the simultaneous usmrs. Since power and storage.
computer applications tend be very bursty and to
vary rapidly their communication demands, the Our strategy Is both dynamic and adaptive, in the
amount of available data-rate may vary suddenly, sense that it varies according to conditions
without any prior warning. observed in real-time, such as the dynamic nature

of the scene and of the current load and
The long inherent delay (above 230 millse s) performance of the channel.
due to the high orbit of the geosynchronous
satellite reduces the system capability to respond If the available capacity is less than what is needed
qu;ckly to sudden changes, which are relatively for communicating ft full xy, z, and t resolutions,
frequent In computer communicatiun. It is more the system must (automatically or manually) decide
Important to respond property and quickly to a what to sacrifice. It is well known that for fast
reduction In data-rate than to an in e. motion the spatial and the shade/color resolutions

are secondary to the temporal resolution, while the
The error characteristics of the channel depend on inverse is true for static images. However, anymany environmental factors end also may change sacrifice must not necessarily be along the xy, z

rapidly. The channel errors fall into two categories, and t boundaries but may take other dmaensions
Bit Error Rate (BER) and loss of entire packets. such as lose of sharpness.
For a certain cost (in data-rate) data can be
protected to achieve a lower BER. It is assumed Conventional encoded communication, performed
that the system builder already has protected the acrng to a fixed algorithm (such as PCM,
headers of packets to minimize packet loss due to CVSD, and LPC) requires the transmission of
damaged headers in general and damaged conirol information to manage the connection, and
addresses in particular, of data to convey the signal.

The two major factors whch increase the error rate Packet video communication may use schemes

are weather and electromagnetic emi by which, in addition to sending connection control
other non-cooperative systems, like radars nd and mag3 data, send also "functions" telling the
neighboring microwave systems. Experience receiver what to do with the data. Therefore, the
shows that these factors do not change very entire encoding algorithm can be dynamically
rapidly. Any scheme which monitors the erro rate changed if the sender finds it optimal to do so,
should implement fast response to detected typically as a result of scene type change. This
degradations, while possibly responding more includes changes of either entire algo, ithms or just
slowly to detected improvements. of parameters like the granularity of coding tLbles

or te block sizes.
3. Approach to Encoding Real-Time

Video Images It is possible to send successive approximations
(or Iterations) which lead the receiver to the

Our approach to encoding real-time video desired image. If these successive approximations
information is based on: are rriarked with decracing priority, then in case of

1. The observation that the required total a sudden decrease in channel performance the
data rate for this communication is the received Images are r:e likely to suffer from

product of the spatial (xy) resolution, quality degradation only - rather than from total
the shade/color (z) resolution, and the loss of image parts. This may happen because of
temporal (t) resolution, common Implementation stratelies which

automatically drop packets of lower priority when
the total demand exceeds the available capacity.

3
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When such successive approximations are used, it It is hest to have the successive approximations
is imperative to ensure that high priority packets converge to the target image not at a uniform rate,
are successfully delivored. When such a packet is but at a rate which starts high and decreases later,
lost or severely damaged, the entire image may such that the first approximations convey "most"
have to be discarded. of the information and the later ones -erve to

enhance it. This iterative process should look like
When fast motion r. detected, the data may be sent focusing a lens, where the entire image is
using a lower spatial and/or shade resolution but a transformod from a low quality image into a high
higher temporal resolution than usual, at the same quality image. The above xyz-order scheme has
time Instructing the receiver to perform a spatial this property.
low-pass filter operation to "smear" the image In
the way that human vision and TV cameras do. The purpose of using such schemes is to be able to

react dynamically to performance changes, both in
The successive approximations may be alorog any the available data-rate and in the error
dimension, or along any combination of several characteristics.
dimension. This includes dimensions from the
image domain (xy, z, and t) or dimensions from any

* transformation domain such as the one- ad 4 SignalEncoding and Compression

two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform Let C a S(X) be the encoding of the signal X, and let
(DCT). Y a 3'(C) a S'S(X) a H(X) be the signal

Consider, for example, the communication of an reconstructed from the code C. The distortion
image of size xyza512x512x8 bits. One way to caused by the coding is X-H(X) =aI-H]X, which is
send the Image is in the zxy-order: sending first all not as important as the difference between the
the bits (z) ;or each pixel from the first pixal In he perception of the original signal and the perception
first row, through the second pixel in the first row of the reconstructed signal. If the distortion, [I-.H,
(x), through all the bits of the last pixel In the last Is In the "null-space" of the perception then the
row (y). This is probably the simplest way of coding causes no perceived distortion.

communicating an image. The degree of freedom exploited by the

Another possibility is to use xyz-order, where the compression is the deliberate use of the [I-H]
most significant bit of every pixel is sent first, then distortion if its effect on the perception is small,

the second most significant bit of every pixel, and e.g., loss of low energy high frequency signal

3o on io the least significant bit of every pixel. components.

The transmission of all 'hose bits requires the use An efficient coding approach is t. transform the
of many packets. In the latter scheme the priority signal into another space (or domain) whose
of the packets should decrease with the components havG known perceptual significance,
significance of the corresponding bits, such that if and to allocate code bits to each of these
the channel performance degrades suddenly with dimensions according to its importance to the
no advance warning, some of the least significant perception process, and to the signal statistics (a Is
packets could be discarded while all the more Huffman coding).
significant ones would a e sIn many cases, the frequency analysis (temporal or

- .. spatial) of the signals suggests the use of block
Similarl, if the error characteristics of the channel
we degraded, then more significant packets can

be marked for better (hence more data intensive) usually Intervals of about 20 maliseconds, wheres

error protection/correction coding while the less -for video images the most interesting blocks are of

signidcant ones are left with less protection (or sizes Sx8, 8x16 and 16x16 pixels.

none at all), or may even be sacrificed entirely in
order to afford the added data rate needed for the From a pure information-.heory point of view, the

protection of the more significant packets. space of the coded representation cannot be of a
lesser dimensionality th.-n the original time domain

If 512x512 bit packets are still too big for representation (i.e., the block size) of a general

reasonable communications they crn be divided signal without loss of information.

into smaller packets, either by covering smaller
reas, or by having each packet cover the entire However, two factors make signal compression

5124512 area but in a lower spatial resolution, possible. First, the fact that a certain family of

similar to memory interleaving schemes. signals (rather than the most general signals) is

4
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being coded, and second, the high level of A little known Interesting mathematical property is
redundancy in the signal (or the forgiveness of the that the linear spatial transformation and the time
human perception). differentiation operators commute.

If the signals are restricted to a certain family which Therefore, It is possible to devise several I
can be modeled as the output of sone process (or communication schemes based on communicating
the range of some operator) then the values of the signal, of the differential signal, of the
dimensionality of the time domain representation is transformed signal, of the transformed differential
not as high as the block size but only as the rank of signal, etc.
that operator. The inversion of this operator yields
parameters which, when given to the process, All of these techniques suffer from the quantization -

reproduce the original signal. error caused by the need to limit the * l
communication bandwidth. We alleviate this

In image communication, with a fixed block size, problem by redefining the time differences. at
increasing the x resolution of an image usually Instead of computing time differences as the
yields lower spatial frequencies and higher difference between the current signal and itspixel-to-pixel correlation. Similarly higher y previous value, as seen. by the sender, the

resolution yields higher line-to-line correlation, differences are computed betwen the most .6
and higher t resolution yields higher current signal as available at the sender and the

frame-to-frame correlation. The higher these previous signal value as received by the receiver.

correlations are the Letter the compression which T
may be devised. For example, when facsimile The digital transmission with its error contr.l
machines doubled their rbeolution from 192 ppi to mechanisms eliminates the traditional channti '
384 ppl no increase in the ,.umber of bits In the noise, but introduces quantization errors, whicr,.

coded representation was required. may be easily computed by the sender and be
corrected for.

High correlations may be exploited either by simple Fgure 1 shows a scheme where ,he sender
minded differential schemes along the appropriate estimates the receiver's quantization arrors and
axis (e.g., run length) or by more complicated corrects for them.
transforms into a frequency domain where high
sp&tial correlation concentrates energy In the low
spatial frequencies so that very few bits are needed The coupling of this system with coding techniques
ior coding the higher frequencies. such as the one described in the next section

allows the system to converge fast and coarsely to

dynamic images and In fime resolution! to slow
Exploiting high frame-to-frame correlation by Images.
block transforms cannot be done without a great p
amount of storage (to hold several frames) and
without additional delay (to wait for more frames) Hence, static images are always commnunicated

and processing. Therefore the simple minded with the maximal resolution available to the system

differential one-step schemes which require the whereas moving objects are communicated in
"storage of only one frame appear to be a more coarse resolution.

reasonable compromise between compression,
"delay, processing, and memory. Note how well this approach fits the visual -

perception process since the eyes (and TV

In Images with static parts the compression may be cameras) provide blurry images of moving objects

significantly Improved by using special and sharp Images of stationary objects only.

blockc-orented codes, like a single code to Indicate
an al-zero block. This method, like all other incremental methods, is

very sensitive to loss of packets, and must take

Most of the images of interest may be steps to recover from such losses, e.g., by a
"compressed" by using some spatial spectral tools periodic communication of absolute, rather than

(e.g., OFT and OCT) which are linear. Incremental values.

In many applications of interest there is high 5. Coding Dynamic Quantities
time-coherence which may be exploited by the i'se
of incremental techniques which communicate the This section discusses a compression and coding
differences between successive Images. scheme for general (random) data. When it is used

5q
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in a differential way it a!ways converges perfectly In cases where dynamic values have to be
to static values at the expense of coarser communicated the coding of the differences,
approximations to rapidly changing quantities. instead of the raw data, should be considered.

Let X be p single quantity whir', nias to be If X keepo changing then the received value may be
communicated. The standard coding technique is different, but when it slows down and stabifizes the
for the sender to encode X, i.e., map X into a code received value catches up with it. Hence, blurred
C = S(X), to send the resulting code, C, and for the images of dynamic objects, and sharp img"s of
ra&;eiver to decode C to get Y = S'(C). static objects, which is a desired tradeoff.

If the data rate available over the channel is In order to guarantee the convergence of the
sufficient, then the internal representation of X may coding scheme for static values, it is necessary to
also be used as its code, S, I, yielding an have 0 < S'S(X)/X < 2 for all values of X. This
encoding which loses no information. If the condition guarantees that when X stabilizes each
receiver shares the same presentation then S' s I successive iteration is closer to X than the previous
and the communication process introduces no one, and Y converges to X.
distortion.

Prcof: Define H =S'S and k(X) = H(X)/X. The
If the code, C, has to have less bits than the above condition is 0< k < 2.
original signal, X, then the encoding must lose
some information which cannot be recovered by Let Yn be the nth iteration for the static value X:
the decoder.

Yn = Yn-1 + H(A-Yn-1)

The S operator is a many-to-one mapping, such
that entire intervals are assigned to the same code. and similarly-

The inverve operator, S', is a one-to-one mapping Yn+t a Yn+H(X-Yn) - Yn+(X-Yn) k(X-Yn)
which assigns a unique "representative" value to
the entire interval, represented by the code. The new error Is:
Hence, the entire coding procedure, H [ IS'S], is a
step function which assigns single vab.es to En+1 - X - Yn+1 - X - Yn - H(X-Yn) a

intervals. a (1-k) (X-Yn) - (1-k) En

(Input)
I /It-kI<1 because 0<k<2.

[T] Hence jEn+tl<lEnl. [QED]
(C0

+4. - <ZC> The closer k(X) is to + 1 the faster the iterations
[+]4- -d -converge. A good coding scheme must assure that

<d [ the value of k is close to + I for all X.

<dQ> 1 ,0 JThe minimum cede 'requirement to assure
- s-- - 4(]- -4•(+1----[ZJ]--- <ZC*) convergence Is a 3-valued code:

dC*> (C*) 4H(dX>O) * +1

H(dX-O) - 0
H(dX(O) - -1

<dC"> i _ This code always converges, but the larger the
4, <ZC"> value of X the slower the convernence due to the
+)- ilow value of k = H(X)/X a 1/IXI.

(C">

[Z]--*1 <ZC"> 6. Conclusion

[T'] Conventional video compression techniques have
(P"1> to be augmented to cope with the special problems

inherent to communication over packet satellite
(Output] channels. However, with proper attention to the

nature of these problems it is possible to supportFigure 1 : A Scheme Based onreltmvieiagco unainbydpig

Adaptive-Differential Transformation re-time video image communication by adapting

6
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